
Price List



REVITALISE ENERGIZING
Shampoo & Conditioner
400ml/13oz

Invigorate hair with this gentle, light shampoo and conditioner.
Ideal for fine, limp or lifeless hair types. ea

COLOUR CARE MOISTURISING 
Shampoo & Conditioner 
400ml/13oz

Formulated specifically for colour treated hair.
Perfect duo to preserve existing or new colour ea

NUTRITIVE NOURISHING 
Shampoo & Conditioner 
400ml/13oz

The perfect solution nourishing and nutritional cleanser and
conditioner for highly porous and damaged hair types. ea

BLONDE TONING Shampoo 
400ml/13oz

Blue-violet pigments gently tones warmth from brassy blondes.
ea

6 IN 1 ALL PURPOSE
LEAVE IN TREATMENT
350ml/8.5oz

Multi-purpose, vegan, leave-in rejuvenating treatment with 
Rhassoul minerals. Porosity filler to equalise colour filling and 
application. Light weight leave-in moisturiser. Thermal heat 
protectant. Reduces colour fade. Detangles hair. Prevent split 
ends - assists in repairing damaged hair.

ea

HAIR RECOVERY MASQUE
250ml/8.5oz

Strengthens, protects absorbing into the hair follicle and scalp
Intense conditioning treatment. ea

RHASSOUL

STYLE CULTURE

HEAT DEFENDER
350ml/11.8oz

A thermal heat protectant spray forms a protective barrier 
between your hair and the heat-emitting tools. Here’s why it’s 
essential.

ea

DEFINED CONTROL 
250ml/8oz

Define and enhance natural waves and curls, eliminating any 
unwanted crunch and frizz.

ea

BLOWOUT SPRITZ 
350ml/11.8oz

Perfect for fine, flat, thin, or lifeless hair, longing for a boost to 
achieve thicker and fuller results.

ea

HAIRCRAFT DRY TEXTURSING
SPRAY 
200ml/6.76oz

This remarkable product not only functions as a dry shampoo, 
but also adds incredible root fullness and texture to your hair. 

ea

STYLE MASTER HAIR SPRAY
500ml/17oz

Exceptional formula delivering optimal control and support 
while still allowing for flexibility in your hairstyle. 

ea

SHIMMER OIL
100ml/3.4oz

Shimmering oil, suitable for all hair types, as it effortlessly creates 
a subtle shimmer effect.

ea

SHINE SHAPER
100ml/3.4oz

Flexible reshaping vegan creamy pomade, with a light hold, it 
allows for versatile styling options.
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